ABOUT THE STEEL MILL IMPORT MONITOR
Updated October 1, 2013
The purpose of the Steel Import Monitoring & Analysis System (SIMA) is to collect
timely detailed statistics on steel mill imports. The ‘Import Monitor’ aggregates detailed
license information and makes it available for public analysis on a weekly basis. All
imported steel products under the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Census) definition of steel
mill products are required to have an import license effective June 9, 2005 1. The data
from the licensing system are used in conjunction with similar Census data to put
together the ‘Import Monitor’. This Monitor helps alert users to changes in import
patterns.
The goal of the Import Monitor is to publish accurate, close to real-time aggregate
volume, value, and pricing (average unit values of imports) data on steel imports
through an easily accessible website. In order to achieve this, the Department of
Commerce (Commerce) compares the data collected from SIMA to the data collected
through the Automated Commercial System (ACS) on a weekly basis. SIMA then takes
three primary steps to ensure that the data is accurate:
•
•
•

Verify the data by license number and HTS codes
Identify discrepancies
Notify license applicants if discrepancies are found

License applicants can correct errors through the on-line license application system.
Although SIMA strives to present the most accurate data possible on our website, it is
important to keep in mind that data from the license system are preliminary and are
subject to revisions.
The license data in the import monitor are updated weekly. Twice a month, Census
releases import statistics on steel – first the preliminary statistics, followed by the
official month’s statistics about two weeks later. Using this monthly data, SIMA
reconciles the license information further. A schedule of the updates is posted on the
website.
The data files shown in the Import Monitor are created using import statistics compiled
by Census and Commerce that pertain to the Census definition of steel mill products.
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As stated in the Final Rule, December, 2005, please see: http://ia.ita.doc.gov/steel/license .

Commerce currently presents analysis of its steel import trends using both data tables
and graphical illustrations. The tables allow you to view the data compiled from two
different sources: the Census data and the Steel Import Licensing data. Commerce
started collecting import statistics through the Steel Import Licensing System in midJanuary 2003 using products previously under the classification of global steel
safeguard. However, the Department has moved to reporting all steel mill products as
of June 9, 2005.
Data may be viewed by three separate categories: by country, by product, or by 6 digit
HTS code. There are links in each table to the concepts listed in the left column going to
different data tables. For example, by country:
US Imports of Steel Mill Products
FOR All Steel Mill Products
Quantity in Metric Tons
Same Table - US Dollars

Same Table - Average Unit Value

'C & A' = Carbon and Alloy products, 'S' = Stainless products

U.S. Department of Commerce

| International Trade Administration

To bring up a product view, simply click on a country in the left-hand column. For
example:
US Imports of Steel Mill Products
FROM WORLD
Quantity in Metric Tons
Same Table - US Dollars

Same Table - Average Unit Value

'C & A' = Carbon and Alloy products, 'S' = Stainless products

To bring up a 6 digit HTS code view, simply click on the chart title at the top of the page:
US Imports of Steel Mill Products
HTS Code All Products
FROM WORLD
Quantities in Metric Tons

U.S. Department of Commerce

| International Trade Administration

Also, tables can be accessed which show the percentage of quantity that each 6 digit
code makes up of the whole product category. For example:
Product Groups Included in HTS Code 730630
Based on 2004 Census Data

Note: Some 6-digit HTS codes contain 10-digit codes that call into multiple steel mill categories. So as not to release proprietary information, we
are not dividing these codes into their respective product groups. These tables show the proportion of products within this 6-digit code that fall in
each product group.

The graphical illustration alternative allows the viewer to analyze the data on a monthly
basis. This monthly graph combines the 25-months of Census and the Steel Import
Licensing data, with the Census data shown in blue and the license data in purple. For
example:

U.S. Department of Commerce

| International Trade Administration

The Import Monitor has a search function available to view specific tables and graphs.
For example, to search for a table:

To search for a graph:

The Import Monitor also provides the option to compare import data from License and
Census. The monitor tracks the differential between the License data received and the
port data compiled by Census. On average, the License data is within 2-4% of the
Census data month to month. For example:

U.S. Department of Commerce

| International Trade Administration

January Data Comparison: Final Census and License Data (in metric tons)

Additionally, the Import Monitor contains the option to export three months of the
latest license data into a text file. This option allows users to generate their own data
sets and graphs. The files have “.txt” extensions and are comma delineated, containing
the variables country name, 6 digit HTS, quantity, value, AUV, and date. The following
is a portion of one of the files:
BELGIUM,730661,1.838,4754.570,2586.62,MAR2009
BELGIUM,730690,0.001,393.670,393670.00,JAN2009
BRAZIL,720711,1260.420,1675532.510,1329.34,JAN2009
BRAZIL,720711,2516.654,1645043.960,653.66,FEB2009

Commerce welcomes comments about other display options for the Import Monitor.
Please send your comments to steel.license@trade.gov.
As stated in the Final Rule published February 15, 2013, the licensing program will
continue at least through March 21, 2017. The products covered by the licensing
program shifted from Section 201 monitored products to all steel mill products under
the Census definition as of June 9, 2005.

SIMA Team Contact Information
Enforcement and Compliance
Office of Policy
14th & Constitution Ave., NW, Suite 2837
Washington, DC 20230
(202) 482-2105
(202) 501-1377
steel.license@trade.gov
http://ia.ita.doc.gov/steel/license/index.html
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